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Abstract
Structural hierarchy and heterogeneity are inherent features in biological materials, but their significance in affecting the system behaviors is yet to be fully understood. In Section 1, this article first identifies the major characteristics that manifest, or are resulted from, such hierarchy and heterogeneity in materials. Then in Section 2, it presents several typical natural material systems including wood, bone and others from animals to illustrate the proposed views. The paper also discusses a man-made smart material, textiles, to demonstrate that textiles are hierarchal, multifunctional, highly complex and arguably the engineered material closest on a par with biological materials in complexity, and more importantly we can still learn quite a few new things from them in development of novel materials.

In Section 3, the paper summarizes several general approaches in developing a hierarchal material system at various scales, including structure thinning and splitting, laminating and layering, spatial and angular orientation, heterogenization and hybridization, and analyzes the advantages associated with them. It also stresses the adverse consequences once the existing structural hierarchy breaks down due to various mutations in biological systems. It discusses in particular the influences of moisture and air on material properties, given the near ubiquitousness of both air and water in materials.

It next deals with in Section 4 some theoretical issues in material research including packing and ordering, the bi-modular mechanics, the behavior non-affinities due to disparity in hierarchal levels, the importance of system dimensionality in a hierarchal material system, and more philosophically, the issues of Nature’s wisdom versus Intelligent Design. Section 5 then offers some concluding remarks, including a recap of the major issues covered in this article, and some general conclusions derived from the analyses and discussions.

The main purpose of this paper is to make an effort to explore, identify, derive or theorize some generic principles based on the existing results, not to offer another comprehensive review of current research activities in the fields for that there already exist some excellent ones. This paper examines the related topics with several approaches to not only reveal the underlying geometrical and physical mechanisms, but also to emphasize the ways in which such mechanisms may be applied to developing engineered material systems with novel properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview
Materials Science covers sizes over macro, meso, nano/molecular and atomic levels, and has branched from chemistry, physics into biology, thus turning increasingly into a multidisciplinary research field\(^1\). Its focuses have grown over the years to embrace metals, inorganic, organic (and their mixtures or composites), and natural biological materials\(^1\). Although molecular biologists, material physicists, and polymer engineers are taking different approaches to the development of new materials with controlled properties\(^2\), there is an increasing understanding and shared appreciation of the significance of material morphological/topological structures, and the hierarchy organized at various scale levels: a partial list of major books and review articles on this topic includes\(^1,3-12\).

The term hierarchy is defined (New Oxford American Dictionary, 3\(^{rd}\) ed. 2010) as “an arrangement or classification of things according to relative importance or inclusiveness”, whereas our worlds, both natural and social, are structured or arranged in a hierarchal format. For human society, such man-made hierarchies have evolved to be, presumably, beneficial to facilitating communication and management. However, for natural systems, such as a tree, a polymer gel, or a vascular system in a biological body, the significance or usefulness of a branched conformation is not always as obvious and has therefore attracted extensive research interests\(^3,11,13-17\).

It should be noted hereafter that researches on hierarchy and heterogeneity in material systems have been spectacularly escalating in recent years, mainly because of the huge interests in biological and nanoscale materials. The areas involved and the advances progressed span over such a tremendous range that it is difficult, if not impossible, for one review like this to cover and keep update with all the important findings and emerging topics. It should in fact be an ongoing process and the main purpose of this paper is to make an effort to explore, identify, derive or theorize some of the generic principles embedded in the existing results, not to offer another comprehensive review of current research activities in the fields for that there already exist some excellent ones as cited herein. This paper examines the related topics with several approaches to not only reveal the underlying geometrical and physical mechanisms, but also emphasize the ways in which such mechanisms may be applied to developing engineered material systems with novel properties.

B. Basic manifestations of system hierarchy
Hierarchy in a material system is reflected by several characteristics. The first lies in the form of multiscale, i.e., the system consists of different structural levels with gradual transition in sizes between them, and conversely the system behaviors can be controlled at length scales ranging from macro, meso, nano, to molecular levels. In that sense, hierarchy is always accompanied by this multi-scality.

Further, this multiscale frequently if not always brings in multiple phases (or heterogeneity) into the system where each phase occupies a structure level so as to distinguish one from another. It is thus assumed self-evident the term “phase” is used here more generally as representing a structural unit distinctive from its neighbors in any chemical, physical or geometrical attributes. It is obvious that this heterogenization will fundamentally change the overall properties of a material formed by the same substance but with such a multiphase
hierarchal structure. Particularly in all surface and interfacial phenomena, heterogeneities of the surfaces play even more dominant role that is only partially understood\textsuperscript{18, 19}.

It may be added that as multiphase destroys system homogeneity, structural hierarchy often brings directionality into a system to render it anisotropic. Given the fact that many important mathematical laws and tools in material sciences assume a homogeneous and isotropic system, caution has to be taken when applying an existing theory to tackle a new material system. In fact, the influences of hierarchy permeate into various aspects of material properties and many supposedly intrinsic properties like the thermal and electric conductivities, elastic moduli and dielectric permittivity are actually functions of structural characteristics such as system dimensions, component shape, scale, orientation and interactions\textsuperscript{17, 20-25}.

We will in this paper examine how such hierarchal, multi-scaled, heterogenized or multi-phased structures are advantageous or useful, by accounting for the associated unique functionalities in many materials systems. We will use mostly the biological natural materials, as well as some man-made hierarchal materials, as cases for studying so as to reveal or illustrate the principles underlying the observations.

Study of biological systems as structures dates back to the early part of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century. The classic representative work on this subject by D’Arcy W. Thompson\textsuperscript{26} was first published in 1917. The structure–function relationship has been one of the fundamental issues in biology\textsuperscript{14} where, implicitly or explicitly, structural hierarchies have been extensively investigated and are believed to account for various unique attributes observed. As a well known example, geckos use fibrous adhesive on their feet to acquire superior surface attachment without losing their movement agility\textsuperscript{27-35}. It was reported that the unique macroscopic orientation and preloading of gecko foot-hair increased the attachment force 600-fold above that of normal friction of the material\textsuperscript{28}. Furthermore, in studying biological gels, Miyazaki et al reported that one of the reasons why synthetic polymer gels are deficient in mechanical toughness and quick responses is due to the fact that they “have no particular ordered structure at the molecular level,” whereas the “biological gels have an ordered aggregate state, which imparts living organisms sufficient mechanical toughness and smart functions\textsuperscript{36}.” Fratzl and Weinkamer have reviewed some hierarchical biological structures and related their exceptional mechanical properties to a “functional adaptation of the structure at all levels of hierarchy”\textsuperscript{6}.

In other words, one major advantage of hierarchical structuring is that a material can be made multifunctional and that a specific material property, such as fracture toughness, can be tuned, independent of other properties, by optimization at different size levels\textsuperscript{8}. By combining this degrees of freedom of hierarchical structuring (inspired by biology) with the variety of materials offered by engineering, there is a huge potential to acquire new or unusual combinations of material functions/properties by structuring a given material, rather than changing its chemical composition\textsuperscript{37}. This is a challenging yet potentially highly rewarding research topic\textsuperscript{8, 38}.

**C. System hierarchy and more properties**

We first present here briefly a few reported examples on the benefits associated with structural hierarchy, in either enhancing material performance or rendering new functionalities.

Starting from mechanical properties, impact of scale, heterogeneity or hierarchy on material strength has been the essential focus of fracture mechanics, where structural irregularities have
been established as the main cause for material failure. Lakes \(^3\) studying material hierarchy, used the relative density \(\rho / \rho_o\) to reflect the structure efficiency (\(\rho\) the system bulk density and \(\rho_o\) the density of the material forming the system), for which the Eiffel Tower is \(1.2 \times 10^{-3}\) versus \(5.7 \times 10^{-3}\) for the late World Trade Center. This ratio (or the more commonly used volume fraction) has been widely used in characterizing multi-phased porous material systems. The fact that \(\rho / \rho_o \leq 1\) implied the fact that very often, like in these two cases, air makes up the additional volume in the structure. *(Actually the critical contribution of air residing in a material structure is often ignored or grossly underappreciated, as will be elucidated later in the present paper.)*

Lakes also discussed the hierarchies existed in polymers, fibrous composites, biological materials and inorganic crystalline materials, and pointed out that the distributed interfaces and finer structural features give rise to desirable properties such as stress attenuation and damping, viscoelasticity, super-plasticity, increased toughness (fracture resistance) and other benefits. He also demonstrated that for honeycomb and foam systems, both specific strength \(\sigma_u / \rho\) and stiffness \(E / \rho\) increase with the system hierarchical order (number of hierarchical levels). \(^3\)

Such explorations of influences due to hierarchy have also taken place in research on other material properties. For instance, surface hierarchy and morphologies are found responsible for super-hydrophobicity \(^39\)-\(^42\) and self cleaning – the lotus leaf effect \(^43\)-\(^49\). Structural photonics employs differential structural scales or hierarchies to generate color without resorting to chemical dyeing \(^50\)-\(^61\).

In addition, although the properties of nanomaterials are often superior to those of bulk materials, translating these advantages to macroscopic scales remains a challenge, for we are still in the process learning how to connect the disparate scales to form a macro system while maintaining their superior qualities found at the nanoscale \(^62\)-\(^66\). At nanoscale, structural hierarchy and heterogeneity are reported \(^67\)-\(^70\) to be responsible for the improved elasticity, strength and fracture toughness of bones. Pereira et al \(^71\) have demonstrated that geometrical and deformational surface topology of a graphene sheet significantly alter its mechanical and electronic properties. Nanoscale hierarchy is also found to control the stiffness, strength and mechanical toughness of silk \(^31, 62, 72\)-\(^75\). So understanding of nanoscale structural hierarchies in natural biological materials is vital to shed light on the secret of their unique functionalities so that we can learn how to achieve the functionalities at larger scales \(^70, 76\)-\(^78\).

Hierarchical *molecular* assembly has also drawn growing interest in recent years because of the possibility of fabricating highly ordered functional superstructures from the elemental building units. The multilevel assembling process is initiated by assembly of elemental units into clusters via chemical and physical bonding. Subsequently, these molecular clusters become the building blocks to form more complicated assembling structures \(^79\)-\(^81\).

The importance of structure on material performance is probably best highlighted in the emerging metamaterials which are defined as materials that acquire their unique properties, nonexistent in nature, not through chemical modification but through structural scale and shape alternations \(^82\)-\(^85\). In addition, the functionally graded materials are man-made systems with hierarchical structure as well \(^86\)-\(^88\).

Accumulated research on hierarchal structure in material systems has led to a few general theoretical schemes, including the self-assembly theories \(^89\)-\(^91\), and the fractal theories \(^92\), \(^93\). Some
also explored certain underlying invariants in these systems in terms of allometric scaling laws \(^{94, 95}\) to search for possible shared common features in biological materials at various structural scales. For instance, based on existing work on diverse structural systems, West et al. \(^{94, 96}\) proposed a few allometric scaling relations, including the \(3/4\) power law for metabolic rates derived from a general model. They believe that these laws are characteristic of all organisms and show how the essential materials are transported through space-filling fractal networks of branching tubes, as displayed in Figure 1 \(^{94, 96}\). They also expanded their scaling laws to forests \(^{97}\) and even human societies \(^{98}\).

(Fig. 1)

Still no general frame has been established for biomimetics, although some other theoretical attempts have been reported \(^{99-104}\). Pugno and colleagues \(^{105, 106}\) developed mathematical models, force- or energy-based, for the design of nanoscale bio-inspired hierarchical materials, considering strong or weak interfaces, leading to formulas describing the dependence of strength, toughness and stiffness on the system scale. Gao and co-workers also proposed a theoretical model for a hierarchically built bone structure loaded in tension to calculate the mechanical properties at each level of hierarchy. The predicted strength values compared well with real biomaterials up to 5 hierarchical levels, yet the elastic modulus was overestimated at the third hierarchical level \(^{68, 69, 107}\). Wang et al. \(^{108}\) proposed a theoretical method based on the steady-state non-Fourier heat conduction principle to predict the effective thermal conductivities of materials over different scales down to nanosystems.

D. About this review article
As stated above, this article is another attempt to explore the advantages or added functionalities attributable to system hierarchy in a more systematic and explicit way, by analyzing the existing research results and grouping them into logical categories so as to establish some general rules for future researchers to build on. This paper examines these related topics from several different angles to not only reveal the underlying geometrical and physical mechanisms, but also to emphasize the ways in which such mechanisms may be applied to developing engineered material systems with novel properties.

We have used in this paper many examples from biological systems, polymers, fiber and composite material research fields mainly because of the long standing emphasis on phenomena associated with structural hierarchy in these areas. We even devoted one subsection to examine textiles from a materials science point of view, showing that textile materials are hierarchal, multifunctional by human design and yet comparable to biological materials in structural complexity. More importantly we can still learn quite a few things from textiles in development of advanced smart materials. We also include a subsection to discuss the limitations in biomimicry, and to caution about the differences between Nature’s selection and evolution and the Intelligent Design.

Some guidance followed in writing this review article:
1. As stressed before, the main objective of this review article is to make an effort to induce or deduce or theorize some generic principles based on the existing results so as to push forward the studies, not to offer another comprehensive review of current research activities in the fields for that there already exist some excellent ones, for instance \(^{1, 3-10}\);
2. To focus on the targeted topics, even though there may be various improved forms of the original theory, for brevity we only use the one sophisticated enough, not necessarily the
most updated/accurate, to illustrate our point;

3. The division of sections in this paper is more or less arbitrary with main consideration of clearer organization and logical presentation of the contents. Cross-referencing is used occasionally when related subjects are discussed at different places, and as a result, certain degree of overlapping and repetition may be inevitable – as long as they don’t appear to block the flow and become bothersome to the readers.

Structure-wise, this article is divided into five sections. The first section (Introduction) lies down some general descriptions about hierarchy in materials systems over various scales and the related major directions of research. The second section uses examples from typical materials groups to demonstrate the importance of structural hierarchy in both natural and man made systems. Based on those examples and practical cases, we have derived in section three several general rules with the potential to be applied in developing new materials. Then in section four we identify some theoretical issues that are critical in our understanding of materials behaviors and are not yet completely resolved. In the final section, we summarize the major topics dealt with in this article and highlight the conclusions with their practical significance.
II. EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURAL HIERARCHY IN TYPICAL MATERIALS SYSTEMS

A. Natural biological materials
Hierarchy is one of the basic attributes of biological materials whose shape, structure, and functions are primarily the results of highly complex interactions between its constituents at different scales and the environment during their growth and lifetime. “At a small scale, intermolecular forces are sufficient to convert the amino acid sequence of a protein into a shape, and these forces are probably sufficient to account for the structure of biological materials into the micrometer scale. Above this size, a major organizing principle is represented by liquid crystalline structure, which occurs in a wide range of systems in going from 1 to 500 µm or more. Broadly speaking, in biological structures, there is a level of hierarchy at every order of magnitude in size”.

As noticed in several papers, in biological materials, the hierarchical structural organization is inherent to the design, and the materials and design are intimately connected and inseparable. A further defining characteristic of biological systems is that they are “grown”, rather than “made”. This is a direct result of self-assembly and has a profound effect on their formation, since biological systems can undergo structural adjustments as the loads change. For example, a bone will adjust the mass deposition in regions where the stresses are highest. The same happens in the growth of trees, and the trunk and branches will thicken where the stresses are highest. This feature is called “adaptive mechanical design”.

This has not been the case in man-made materials. In our engineering practice, there is often a “disciplinary separation between materials (materials engineers) and structures (mechanical engineers)” 1: using commercialized standard parts and assembling them into a functional material system is all dictated from a pre-designed blue print. We have produced many synthetic polymers, but none of them is as versatile or responsive as the two biological polymers, protein and polysaccharide 1,110. In our current technology, hierarchy mostly occurs by accident and is rarely designed into a structure, with an exception perhaps in textile materials. Also unlike in synthetic structural materials, the chemical compositions for natural materials are highly limited to surprisingly few chemical elements 1,110: the near complete absence of metals in forming natural materials may be responsible for their low density and easy formation at benign natural conditions.

Furthermore, natural materials rarely exist in pure form, i.e., they are more or less composite materials. Neville has even suggested treating biological materials as fibrous composite materials, “Fibrous composites occur in all skeletal systems, including plant cell walls, insect cuticles, moth eggshells, bone, and cornea. They function like industrial fiberglass, with fibers set in a matrix. The fibrous molecules are long, extracellular, and water insoluble, and to be effective they must be orientated strategically”, and “… the fibers are oriented by self-assembly just outside the cells during a mobile liquid crystalline phase prior to stabilization”.

As mentioned before, multi-functionality is another particular characteristic of biological materials. The basis for achieving this attribute is usually a complex hierarchical architecture in which an adaptation to the function(s) is possible at different structural levels 110. If function follows structure 26, then a multitude of functions is possible by varying the structure of a composite with similar constituents. A consequence is the adaptivity of natural composites. Bone, for example, may have a wide range of (anisotropic) mechanical properties, following
different needs in the skull, the vertebra, or the femur. Another example is wood, for each individual tree can tune the mechanical properties to a particular need, e.g., side winds by adaptive growth. These aspects of multi-functionality, structural adaptation, and hierarchy are of particular interest for biomimetic materials research.

Wegst and Ashby have classified biological materials into four groups:

- Ceramics and ceramic composites: biological materials where the mineral component is dominant, such as in shells, teeth, bones, diatoms, and spicules of sponges;
- Biopolymer and biopolymer composites: examples of these include the hooves of mammals, ligaments and tendons, silk, and arthropod exoskeletons;
- Elastomers: biological materials that can undergo large stretches (or strains). The skin, muscle, blood vessels, soft tissues in body, and the individual cells fall under this category;
- Cellular materials: the light weight materials prevalent in feathers, beak interior, cancellous bone, and wood.

Yet increasingly, another non-solid group, including gel, wax, glue, and surface coatings should be added into the list.

Arzt on the other hand has characterized the unique features of biological materials into five components: self-assembly, ambient temperature and pressure processing, multi-functionality, structural hierarchy and self-healing/environmental effects. These are further specified by Tirrell and are quoted below:

- Recurrent use of molecular constituents (e.g. collagen), such that widely variable properties are attained from apparently similar elementary units;
- Controlled orientation of structural elements;
- Durable interfaces between hard and soft materials;
- Sensitivity to—and critical dependence on—the presence of water;
- Properties that vary in response to performance requirements;
- Fatigue resistance and resiliency;
- Controlled and often complex shapes; and
- Capacity for self-repair.

We selected several examples from biological systems in this section and briefly review them to facilitate our analysis and discussion.

\[ a. \textit{Wood} \]

Figure 2 shows the hierarchical scale and complexity of wood, with two significant characteristics: concentric layers and the cellular fibrils at helix angle.

(Fig. 2)

Wood is typically composed of cellulose fibrils embedded in an amorphous matrix of hemicellulose, lignin and other compounds. It is clearly visible from the figure that the cellulose fibrils follow a right-handed helix, and the angle has a major influence on the mechanical properties and can adjust locally to reflect some seasonal variations in plant growth. Such construction occurs in concentric growth layers to form the main composite structure. With the possibilities given by the hierarchical structure, a growing tree can include graded
properties into the stem or the branch, according to functional requirements which may change during its lifetime 4.

The most remarkable property of wood is its fracture toughness that is 10 times greater than would be predicted from the fibers and matrix and their volume fractions in the fibrous composites 5. “The cellulose fibrils made of high-modulus, high-strength, crystalline polysaccharide carry most of the load practically without deformation, while almost all of the deformation takes place by shearing of the hemicellulose/lignin matrix 5”. More specifically, the main mechanism accounting for the high fracture toughness in wood is that the interfibrillar cracks due to shearing will open and propagate longitudinally while the cylindrical wall collapses inward, which allows each cell wall to be pulled apart without being broken into two 123.

Meanwhile adjusting the bonding strength between the fibrils and the matrix alters the relative proportion between toughness and stiffness 124 and gluing of fibrils allows a tuning of the mechanical properties of the composite 124. The data of Kohler and Spatz 125 and Keckes et al. 126 indicate that it is most likely that the hemicelluloses act as the glue between cellulose fibrils and allow deformation by shear 124.

b. Bone and others from animals

(Fig. 3)

Bone too, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is a hierarchically structured material consisting of platelike nanoparticles of hydroxyapatite embedded within a proteinaceous matrix of collagen, some noncollagenous proteins, and water 6. 111 127 128. That is, at the lower levels of hierarchy, bone is already a composite of collagen and mineral nanoparticles made of carbonated hydroxyapatite. Collagens are tough but not very stiff. Mineral, on the contrary, is stiff but not very tough, and is considered to dominate the stiffness of bone 111. The toughness of the system is thought to arise mainly from the hierarchical structure of bone and the numerous associated interfaces, imparting the ability to dissipate deformation energy without propagation of the crack 6 127, 129-133. Different toughening mechanisms have been identified in bone 134, and its nanoscale heterogeneity leads to markedly different biomechanical properties compared with a uniform material 67.

It is known that a superior stiffness typically comes at the cost of reduced toughness, as a high elastic modulus implies strong bonds that do not allow for much energy dissipation. The stiffest materials are those based essentially on mineral with little amounts of organic materials, such as sea shells 135, glass sponges 136, and tooth enamel 137, whereas tiny amounts of organic phase are sufficient to increase the toughness of an brittle mineral by factors of more than 1,000 110, 138.

In contrast, the beak of the giant squid is a fascinating example of organic-organic composite, that contains no hard substance like minerals and yet has a hardness and stiffness above those of polymeric engineering composites 139. The beak material is a fiber composite containing approximately 15–20% chitin fibers embedded within a 40–45% hystidine- and glycine-rich protein matrix, along with water 140. This composite has an excellent wear resistance, and the beak tip is very stiff, having a modulus of approximately 5 GPa, ideal for a cutting surface to penetrate foods 140. Direct contact between the tissues of different moduli would potentially give rise to harmful interfacial stresses, and but in the squid beak, this danger is minimized by the presence of a stiffness gradient of approximately two orders of magnitude from the beak tip to
Another recent example for a natural composite that uses interfacial architecture to control structural stiffness is the suture found in the carapace of the red-slider turtle. The structure is held together solely through the geometric constraints between the bricks, and this intricate construction allows for a combination of both flexibility at low strains and stiffness at large strains. An additional advantage of such a system is that, even if bricks damaged, the structure remains load bearing. In addition, cracks formed in one brick are not able to propagate, giving rise to a system that has “paradoxically been toughened by fragmentation”.

Given the discussions above, we can identify the main themes known in engineering composite mechanics yet with remarkable sophistication from the natural materials. In biological composites, there exist three indispensible components in a single system, the fibrous phase, the matrix, and the glue phase to collectively form the system. The fibril phase is to provide strength while reducing the system bulkiness, the matrix supports the fibrils while transmitting stress to them: the matrix also imparts compressive and shear stiffness and strengths to the system. The functions of the glue phase are more extensive than appeared – the toughness and strengths of the entire system can be tuned by adjusting the glue bonding strength.

B. Revisit of textile materials - man made hierarchal materials

Textiles are a subgroup of fibrous materials with special purposes, mainly and originally, in providing body protection and decoration for human beings, and are among the first groups of human engineered and industrially manufactured materials. Textiles are hierarchal, multifunctional, and arguably the manmade materials closest on a par with biological materials in terms of structural complexity (Figure 4). It is therefore surprisingly puzzling that the materials are so critically indispensable to us, and yet have been so taken for granted that many rarely pause to think about textiles from a materials science point of view. Textiles in fact remain to be poorly understood in terms of materials sciences vigor, when we can actually learn from them for development of advanced smart materials.

(Fig. 4)

Understandably, we can only provide here a very brief overview of textile materials to facilitate our investigation on structural hierarchy, and for more comprehensive treatment of the subject, we suggest the following works. In addition, since we used several examples of textile structures in other sections of this paper, only more general considerations are offered below.

a. Textile as “smart” materials

It doesn’t take a thorough examination to realize that textiles have to satisfy an extensive array of often competing functions to fulfill the clothing purpose:

- Flexibly and pliable to conform to human body, yet with desirable durability under various loading types and intensities for body protection;
- Soft and smooth to touch but resistant enough to abrasion and punctuation;
- Permeable for body perspiration and breath, while with sufficient proof to liquid penetration;
- Biocompatible to human body yet chemically active for dying and printing;
- Light weight to reduce wearing burden but rigid enough for body shaping;
- …
Now there may be a need to (re)examine textiles using a more vigorous materials science scheme. This is partly because textiles have found increasingly expanding and burgeoning applications in areas beyond clothing, such as fiber reinforced composites in engineering applications, and fiber-based products in medical and biological fields. Also, textiles have been considered brilliant results of human biomimicry, likely inspired originally by nature, and hence can serve as examples for developing other bio-inspired materials. Textiles, just like the biological natural materials of plants and animals, can be viewed as fibrous composites if we consider the indispensible air and moisture in textiles as the matrix phase, and a better and deeper understanding of the mechanisms for their versatile multi-functionality can be highly beneficial for research into other novel materials. Another advantage in studying textiles is that unlike most of its counterparts in biomaterials, textile is made from a human design so that its macro properties allow for alternation or optimization; which in turn enables them to serve as a potential sample for studying other natural biomaterials, or as tools to validate the theoretical models developed for complex materials.

*b. Making textiles – friction only*
Friction is the only mechanism by which textiles are formed, through entangling, twisting or interlacing between the structural elements. In that sense, textile is the most efficient and convenient material to fabricate. In ropes or yarns for example, the friction is brought into play via tension on fibers of helical conformation due to twist as seen in Fig. 5. Galileo was fascinated by the fact that short fibers can form a long and strong rope via friction between fibers induced by twisting, although a relatively rigorous account for the mechanism has not been available until not long ago. Extensive theoretical treatments of yarn mechanics can be found in .

(Fig. 5)

Staple (short) fibers are assembled into a continuous strand (yarn) by virtue of frictional twist, which leads to a spatial helical conformation of individual fibers in the yarn. Upon stretching, the tension on the helical fibers will generate lateral pressure to bind the fibers together so as to sustain the loading, as described by and . That is, if the external stretching is non-existent, the yarn is just a loose assembly of fibers held together by the weak inter-fiber adhesion, in addition to some fiber entanglements; the yarn has virtually no strength. So it is truly fascinating that the very force attempting to break the yarn is simultaneously the sole mechanism reinforcing it, or a yarn is strengthened by being stretched.

Considering inside the yarn a fiber of length $l$ with slipping length $\frac{1}{2} \lambda l$ at both ends, developed a relationship between the slipping proportionality $\lambda$ and other related factors as

\[ \lambda = \frac{Tanh(\mu n \bar{s})}{\mu n \bar{s}} \]

(1)

where $n$ is a factor representing the twisting level in a given yarn and hence termed the dimensionless twist; the revised fiber aspect ratio $\bar{s} = s(1 - \lambda)$, with the fiber aspect ratio $s = \frac{l}{D}$; the fiber diameter is $D$, and the fiber-fiber frictional coefficient $\mu$. In a stretched yarn and if $\lambda$ equaling to 1, the fiber is completely slipping. As soon as the yarn twist level $n$ increases to a critical point, the $\lambda$ value will drop, revealing that the central portion of the fiber is now gripped.
tightly, which in turn trigs further reduction of $\lambda$ until the whole fiber is held over its entire length and a self-locking mechanism forms. This whole process occurs abruptly as predicted by Eqn. 1 and plotted in Figure 6.

(Fig. 6)

Whereas in a piece of fabric, the friction takes place mainly at the interlacing points between yarns crimped after weaving process to accommodate the perpendicular counterparts. This crimp in a fabric serves the same critical purpose as the helices in a yarn to provide pressure upon stretching so as to enhance the fabric $^{156, 157}$.

Such unique friction mechanism imparts distinctive features in the materials. For instance, no other solid sheets or films can fit on a human body or on a solid object as elegantly as textile fabrics (Fig. 7). Several factors, all resulted from this structural mechanism, contribute to this trait. First, the relative movement of the structural components over each other during fabric deformation allows the multi-curvature bending, clearly distinctive in fabrics and critical for its formability, as studied by Hearle $^{146}$ and Postle$^{148}$. Another important factor is the unique response of fabrics to different types of stresses. Since fibers are best in carrying tension, when a fabric starts to break, at the micro level, fibers break almost exclusively due to extension, regardless of the nature of the macro deformation, the structure allows fibers to reorient to and retreat from the loading so as to enhance simultaneously the fabric flexibility, toughness and strength.

C. Textiles – hierarchical and porous media
Textile materials are undeniably hierarchal, even whose structural components such as yarns and individual fibers are themselves structured materials with several scale levels (Fig. 4). As a result, treating the materials from a structural perspective has long been the tradition in textile mechanics $^{146-148}$.

From time to time, there has been question on the difference between a material and a structure. For instance, should a piece of a cloth or a trestle be treated as a material or a structure? The answer to it seems to be more or less artificial, not much to do with the object itself but largely by human expedience: it often depends on the size of the object relative to our own body. For example, we rarely if ever consider a high-rise building or a huge foothill as a material so as to derive its elastic modulus, but often contemplate to do so to a piece of wood or a pill of sand. In other words, we tend to consider objects much larger than our body as structures, those smaller as materials. Yet given the increasing trend to develop engineering materials with more sophisticated sub-structures, this argument about the difference between a material and a structure may gradually diminish.

From materials science, textiles can be viewed as a multi-phase mixture of fiber and air, dry or moisturized, and are inherently heterogeneous due to the existence of the macro-pores. Owing to the large disparity in physical and geometrical features of the distinct phases, they serve different purposes. Fibers provide structural integrity and strength; air and moisture contribute to the system flexibility and high deformation, thermal and moisture transfer, and antistatic properties, and air also reduces the system weight.
Furthermore textiles are rarely isotropic, behaving differently when viewed at different directions. They can display huge deformation even at load as small as its own weight (Fig. 7). In fact, unlike other engineering materials, exhibiting large deformation is the indispensible attribute of textiles so they can cover our body intimately without failure or without hindering our daily movement, i.e., *excessive deformation is its normal state in service*. The frictional mechanism also implies non-linearity and hysteresis, and being polymeric materials associates their behaviors to time and rate changes. Vast structural and property variability introduce statistical, and stochastic considerations in the analyses. All of these lead to technical challenges. For instance, for an isotropic material, its strength remains constant regardless of direction, represented by a circle when plotted against directions, as in Fig. 8 (owing to symmetry, only a quarter is drawn); whereas the strength direction relationship for an anisotropic material can be illustrated by an ellipse. However, this relationship for a woven fabric is much more complex as seen in the figure, because of the different degrees of internal yarn re-orientation and movement when stretched in different directions of the fabric \(^\text{158}\). Moreover, this yarn re-orientation to self-reinforce the resistance in the loading direction reveals the adaptive nature of textile materials. Finally, analyses of wrinkling or crumpling of such flexible sheets have been proven to be hugely sophisticated \(^\text{159-163}\).

(Fig. 7)

(Fig. 8)

d. Textiles – as precursors in composite study

Textile are fibrous composites, and many theoretical advances in composite science can be rooted back to textile research. The following are just some examples:

- The Weakest link theorem about scale effect in material strength proposed by Peirce in 1926 \(^\text{164}\) when analyzing yarn failure;
- Study on mechanical behaviors of blended yarns, highly relevant to mechanics of composite and hybrid composites \(^\text{165, 166}\);
- The shear lag theory – stress transfer between matrix and fibers \(^\text{167-171}\);
- Fragmentation process and hybrid effect during fracture of a fibrous material (Fig. 9) \(^\text{168-171}\).

(Fig. 9)

Here is an interesting and revealing experimental work of blended yarn tensile strength tests \(^\text{168, 169}\). The authors prepared blended yarns with two components of low (LE) and high (HE) breaking elongations, and at both sufficient (Fig. 9(A)) and larger (Fig. 9(B)) twist levels. Upon stretching the system beyond the breaking elongation of the LE components, they will break, often multiple times due to the frictional constraints from their HE neighbors, a phenomenon known as the fragmentation process \(^\text{172-174}\). It is shown in Fig. 9 that when twist level increases:

- the fragment lengths of LE components decrease, i.e., broken further, due to increasing internal friction from the twist (Fig. 9(A));
- the fragment lengths of LE components are shorter when closer to the yarn axis due to higher internal friction there (Fig. 9(A));
- the crack initiated in LE can propagate through the HE components at larger twist level, so the yarn behaves more like a brittle material (Fig. 9(B)).
e. Textile processing – its potential and limits in novel structural material development

Textile manufacturing involves processes that manipulate tiny individual fibers into complex, highly detailed and hierarchical macrostructures with multi-functionalities. Its major limit for nano-scale manufacturing lies clearly in the difficulty of handling nano-scale objects. However there are exceptions. The first is the electrospinning process originally proposed for textile (fiber) manufacturing,

but now flourished as the most widely used process in generating nanostructures, especially in organic or polymeric areas.

Surface printing could be another example of textile process extended to areas dealing with novel nano and delicate substances such as fabrication of biosensors and biodevices,

and formation of nano/bio interfaces and architectures with living cells and other soft media.

In general, textile processing can play an important role in manufacturing new materials with constituents at \( \mu m \) scale, as also recommended by Vincent.

Inherent limits exist when dealing with even finer scales.

C. Consequence of destroying hierarchy in materials

A forceful way to illustrate the importance of structural hierarchy in a material system is to show the outcome if a system suddenly loses its structural hierarchy. When this happens at macro-scale level, it is self-evident that the system will simply fall into pieces, once the internal structural connections disappeared along with its structural hierarchy. It is however far more dramatic when this happens at molecular level.

Mutations in general refer to changes in the DNA sequence of a cell's genome, leading to damaged cells, and are caused by radiation, viruses, and transposons, as well as errors that occur during meiosis or DNA replication. Buehler’s group has showed the deterioration of system performance once its hierarchical designs break down due to mutation. In their study on the quantitative effects of osteogenesis imperfecta-related glycine replacement mutations on the molecular, intermolecular and collagen fibril mechanical properties, they demonstrated that such mutations caused poor fibril packing, changes in mineral crystals size and shape, and decrease of cross-links density.

III. SOME GENERAL MOTIFS

From the examples of hierarchical multiscale materials, including those illustrated in this article, some general, simple yet effective rules can be drawn as discussed below. Note that complex systems are often resulted from combination of simple constituents following simple rules.

A. Thinning and splitting

Natural materials grow into branches (branching) in most cases. To facilitate the analysis below, we can also view the materials forming along the reverse direction, i.e., all the grown plants are made of split components.

It is clear that such splitting as depicted in Fig. 1(A) is to divide an originally unified body into pieces – a process actually “destroying” the inter-connectivity or the system integrity at least in the transverse direction of the original system - it is almost counter-intuitive to think such a process can be beneficial to the functions of a material system. However, simple examination can reveal that such splitting processes actually impart desirable attributes to the material.

First take the simple structures in Figure 1 as examples and assume the two structures made of
the same material: a solid rod of radius $R$ in Figure 1(A), and a bundle of total nominal radius $R$ but with $N$ circular branches each of radius $r$ in Figure 1(B). When $N \to \infty$ so that $R \gg r$, it is readily demonstrated

$$R = \sqrt{N}r$$

(2)

These two structures ($R$ and $Nr$) and Equation 2 connecting the radii will be used repeatedly in our illustrations below. A word of caution is that comparison of these two cases is the examination of the structural hierarchy more in the transverse (radial) direction, not the length direction – the difference between the two is discussed later after Equation 9.

**a. Maximizing the specific area**

A system has to interact with its surroundings. Most such interactions are conducted through its surface, and a larger surface area facilitates more active interactions. Therefore maximizing surface area at a given mass or volume may be one of the advantages in forming a branched conformation.

The specific surface area is the total surface area over its volume, and it is easy to show that, when $N$ is large enough, the ratio of the specific areas (lateral only for simplicity) between the two cases of $R$ and $Nr$ is

$$\frac{A_{Nr}}{A_R} = \frac{\sum A_{ri}}{A_R (R = \sqrt{Nr})} = \sqrt{N}$$

(3)

Where the subscript $R$ represents the rod, $Nr$ the fiber bundle and $ri$ a single fiber $i$. That is, as $N$ grows ($r$ reduces), the specific surface area of the fiber bundle $A_{Nr}$ increases, compared with $A_R$ and approaches infinity as $N \to \infty$ or $r \to 0$. In other words, the structure hierarchy directly increases the system specific area.

This simple illustration can be very useful, for an enlarged specific surface will increase the capacity in physical and chemical activities of the system, *which is likely responsible for many of the extraordinary active behaviors observed at nano scales*, as reported for example by Cervantes-Sodi et al. The team found that the specific surface area of a catalyst particle is more important than generally appreciated, and the smaller size of a catalyst will lead to a faster reaction than if a larger version of the same catalyst is used$^{185}$.

As another example, Mahadevan$^{186}$ examined the effect of bundle number $N$ on the behaviors of molecular fibril bundles made of keratin, collagen, elastin etc., and demonstrated that as the number of filaments increases, the morphology of the filament bundle, the strain field distribution, and the deformation modes all changed over a wide spectrum from essentially a discrete case into continuum.

Note that the volumes for the two cases are identical as $N \to \infty$ or $r \to 0$, for the amount of mass remains the same. The specific area of a system reduces when the system size increases, as the system volume (cubic of the length) grows faster with the size than its surface area (square of the length) – implying a fact that increasing a system size diminishes its activity. Now that splitting the system into smaller parts solves the problem, thus enhancing any processes involving specific
A surface area or interface between a large system and the surroundings.

b. Arresting cracks – light from Griffith’s theory

Besides the relationship between material strength and the internal crack, Griffith also dealt with in his seminal paper\textsuperscript{187} the connection between strength and sample size, aka the scale effect. Based on his criterion, the fracture strength $\sigma$ of a “cracked” plate can be expressed as\textsuperscript{133}

$$\sigma = \alpha \sqrt{\frac{E \gamma}{h}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4a)

where $E$, $\gamma$ and $h$ are the material tensile modulus, the surface energy, and the thickness of the plate, respectively, and $\alpha$ is the crack geometry parameter. $\sigma$ increases with the decreasing plate thickness $h$, i.e., smaller sample size results in a higher strength.

Although Eq. 4a was derived for a flat plate with infinite area so as to achieve uniform plane stresses, we have strong reason, sustained fully by experimental results, to believe that the trend predicted in Equation 4a is also valid for an axially loaded filament of diameter $2r$ and infinite length so as to maintain the original uniform stress, just as Griffith stated that “very small solids of given form, e.g., wires or fibres, might be expected to be stronger than large ones, as there must in such cases be some additional restriction on the size of the flaws”\textsuperscript{187}. We even suspect this can be proved theoretically using a cylindrical coordinate system. Therefore, the fiber strength $\sigma$ can be obtained as:

$$\sigma = \alpha \sqrt{\frac{E \gamma}{2r}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4b)

and increases with the decreasing diameter $2r$. Then for the bundle in Figure 1(A) with $N$ fibers of equal strength and the same cross sectional area $A$, its total breaking load from Equation 4b would be

$$\sigma_{nr} = N A \alpha \sqrt{\frac{E \gamma}{2r}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5a)

Of course, this result can be further improved by taking into account the difference in strengths between a fiber bundle and its constituent fibers, but that will not affect the conclusion below.

For the rod of radius $R = \sqrt{N} r$ in Figure 1(B), its breaking load $\sigma_R$ will be

$$\sigma_R = A_R \alpha \sqrt{\frac{E \gamma}{2 \sqrt{N} r}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5b)

It is easy to prove that the cross sectional area for the rod $A_R = NA$. The ratio of Eqs 5a and 5b,

$$\frac{\sigma_{nr}}{\sigma_R} = \sqrt[N]{N} = N^{\frac{1}{N}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

is always great than 1 as $N > 1$, and grows with number $N$. That is, by dividing a large piece into smaller ones, the resulting overall strength is always higher.
Physically, it is known that in a continuous larger rod, once a crack is propagating, it will go all the way through the whole body without requiring much additional effort. Whereas in an assembly of smaller fibers, the same crack propagation can only travel through the single fiber in which it was initiated. Once reaching the boundary between the fibers, the crack will stop and new load is needed to create new breaking surface for the crack to trek into another member: one of the main principles why fibers can reinforce a matrix.

Note however that the original Griffith’s theory, therefore the above analysis, is mainly for brittle materials where crack propagation is the chief cause for failure. Equation 6 may be invalid for biological materials in which pre-existing cracks may not propagate even as the material is stretched to near its limiting strength, as reported by Gao et al.\textsuperscript{133,188}

\textbf{c. Increasing contact adhesion}

The adhesion of solid elastic bodies has been extensively studied in the past. Two general models of the contact behavior have been proposed: the Derjagin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) approach\textsuperscript{189} for small, stiff and low surface energy systems and the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) theory\textsuperscript{190} for large, soft and high surface energy systems\textsuperscript{191}. In both theories nonetheless, it is predicted that splitting up a large contact into finer sub-contacts can increase the total adhesion. This results in a scaling effect, i.e., finer structures exhibiting stronger adhesion\textsuperscript{192}. Again it has been demonstrated\textsuperscript{193} that compared to the rod of radius $R$ in Figure 1(A), the pull-off force for simultaneous detachment of the bundle with $N$ fibers of radius $r$ in Figure 1(B) will be enhanced by a factor of $\sqrt{N}$. That is, thinner spatulas (decreasing $r$ and thus increasing the number $N$ of the spatulas) lead to stronger adhesion, as long as high fiber modulus and aspect ratio with small inter-fiber spacing are maintained\textsuperscript{10,194}.

Peressadko and Gorb have provided the first experimental verification of such adhesion enhancement by division of contact areas. A patterned surface made out of polyvinylsiloxane (PVS) has exhibited significantly higher adhesion on a glass surface than a smooth continuous sample made of the same material, and this effect is even more pronounced on curved substrate\textsuperscript{195}. Gao and Yao have also reported\textsuperscript{196} that when the diameter of fibers is reduced to length scales on the order of 100 nm, an optimal fibrous system can be designed where the fiber pull-off force achieves its the theoretical value.

\textbf{d. Improving structural flexibility, property synergy and processibility}

Again from Figure 1, the ratio of the bending moment of inertia between the bundle in Figure 1(B) and the trunk in Figure 1 (A) with $R = \sqrt{N}r$ is

$$\frac{I_{Sr}}{I_{R}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} I_{ri}}{I_{R}} \rightarrow \frac{N \xi \frac{\pi r^4}{4}}{\pi (\sqrt{N}r)^4} = \frac{\xi}{N}$$

The coefficient $\xi$ is introduced to reflect the constraint between the members in the bundle, hindering the individual fiber from moving or bending over its own axis freely. However, as long as such constraint remains constant or at least not growing at the same rate as the number of branches $N$, increasing $N$ will considerably reduce the ratio of bending stiffness, i.e., relative to a rod of the same size, the more members in the bundle, the more flexible the system at a given
constraint $\xi$ - the advantages of a rope over a rod. By branching out, as opposed to being a single trunk, a tree indeed becomes more springy or resilient against wind. Note the heterogenization during the process by bringing air into the tree as a buffer also improves the system resilience and hence its fracture resistance.

This reduction in material bending stiffness due to structural hierarchy also works for shear load. Consider two pieces of samples shown in Figure 10, where Fig. 10(A) is a homogeneous and isotropic membrane, and Fig. 10(B) a piece of woven fabric with finer components.

(Fig. 10)

According to continuum theory, for the uniform membrane Fig. 10(A), the ratio between its tensile modulus $E$ and shear modulus $G$ is related to its Poisson’s ratio $\nu$ as:

$$\frac{E}{G} = 2(1 + \nu)$$

(8)

For normal materials, $0 < \nu < 0.5$ so that $2 < (E/G) < 3$. In other words, for ordinary isotropic materials, the tensile and shear moduli are of the same order of magnitude, i.e., shearing the material is not much easier than stretching it. This is not the case for the fabric in Fig. 10(B), its ratio of $E/G \to 200$, depending on the type of weave structure. In fact, a fabric will fortunately shear easily even under its own weight: once a fabric is laid onto an object, it will deform in complex strain state including bending and shear until it covers the object to the degree allowable by this $E/G$ ratio – making woven fabrics irreplaceable as the material for comfortable and elegant apparels (Fig. 7).

The main physics for such excellent formability of a fabric is due of course to the easy relative movement of individual components (yarns) in the fabric, reflected by the unusually small fabric shear modulus $G$ value. The frictional constraint is the mechanism here in controlling the relative movement between the individual yarns and thus the overall compliance to deformation. In general, ability to accommodating complex stress fields is the main mechanism in buckling or wrinkling of membranes, including facial skin. It was a pleasant surprise therefore to see in a paper on studying the mechanical properties of silk. It reported that silk is formed at finer scale with the so-called $\beta$-nano crystals sheets shown in Figure 10(C), found responsible for the excellent strength and fracture toughness of spider silk fibers, due mainly to the ability of such a flexible nano structure in accommodating various local stresses.

Such inter-coupling was also reported that cytoskeletal microtubules can bear enhanced compressive loads in living cells because of lateral reinforcement provided by the cytoskeletal actin network – an effect similar to changing the constraint $\xi$ in Equation 6. In addition, the silica skeleton of the deep-sea sponge *Euplectella aspergillum* was recently shown to be structured over at least six levels of hierarchy, and the presence of organic interlayers is not only deviating cracks but lowering the overall stiffness and hardness of the composite.

Essentially structural hierarchy with its attendant interfaces allows the origins of stiffness and toughness in a material to be separated, and thus offers the possibility of independent control. This is impossible in most solid materials, for which one has to sacrifice stiffness for toughness, or vice versa as mentioned before. For instance, in a woven structure like Figure 10(B), its
tensile moduli in the two orthogonal directions $E_{xx}$ and $E_{yy}$ can be adjusted independently as long as:

$$\frac{v_{xy}}{E_{xx}} = \frac{v_{yx}}{E_{yy}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $v_{xy}$ and $v_{yx}$ are the associated Poisson’s ratios. This seemingly simple relationship reveals the unique nature of the interconnectivities that exist in the hierarchical systems and is responsible for the advantageous functionalities exhibited by many membranes in biological systems (like in bird’s wings and duck’s feet), but difficulty to achieve in regular solid engineering materials.

Furthermore, a recent theoretical work on fiber bundle structures by Bosia et al\textsuperscript{17} has demonstrated that increasing the number of hierarchy levels in such a structure results in a decreased overall material strength, whereas incorporating different fiber types into a bundle, i.e., increasing the lateral hierarchy, can enhance the strength. They hence concluded that “both hierarchy and material “mixing” are necessary ingredients to obtain improved mechanical properties”.

For a deeper exploring on the significance of structural hierarchy, let’s turn to another investigation on spider silk whose superior mechanical properties formed at room temperature and ambient pressure have fascinated generations of materials scientists. Researches by Buehler and colleagues\textsuperscript{62, 204-206} may case promising light on the secrets. Amyloids, the main building blocks for spider silk and most natural protein materials, are found to possess an innate capacity to self-assemble into hierarchical structures (Fig. 11) through a process called amyloidogenesis. Because the fundamental interactions in the amyloids are of largely weak hydrogen bonds in forming the nanosized beta-strand clusters in Fig. 10(C), the intrinsic weakness of hydrogen bonds is overcome during the process so that these bonds work cooperatively to provide maximum strength and toughness. More importantly, the dominance of weak hydrogen bonds in building the amyloid structure is considered by the researchers to be responsible for the processibility of spider silk at benign conditions. Furthermore, the structure becomes self-healing because broken bonds can be easily reformed into a fully functional state.

(Fig. 11)

**B. Laminating or layering**

Layered or laminated structure is a frequent structural motif in hierarchical biological composites as exemplified in wood and bone in Figures 2 and 3. Trees and plants grow thicker by adding more rings (layers), and maintain their desirable shapes and properties by layering accordingly in the internal structures during growth. Extensive theoretical analysis on layered structures has been made available in engineering composite study, and should be used more extensively to explore the layering mechanics in biological materials.

\textit{a. Basic theories of laminated structures}\textsuperscript{203}

For a composite formed by multiple layers of different physical, geometrical and orientational properties, its constitutive, or load and deformation, relation can be in general expressed in a matrix form as

$$\begin{pmatrix} N \\ M \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} AB \\ BD \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon \\ K \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
Where $N$ and $M$ are the tensors of forces and bending moments exerted on the composite, and $\varepsilon$ and $K$ are the strains and curvatures caused. $A$, $B$ and $D$, all themselves 3x3 square matrices, are the comprehensive mechanical properties of the system, reflecting the contributions from all the constituent layers, where:

- $A$: termed extensional stiffness matrix – relating the resultant forces to composite strains;
- $B$: coupling stiffness matrix – reflecting the coupling between bending and extension;
- $D$: bending stiffness matrix – connecting the moments to the plate curvature.

$b$. **Design strategies**

It is known in composite mechanics that, $A$, $B$ and $D$ matrices, are determined by the properties, the thickness and numbers of individual layers and the way such layers are arranged relative to each other. By manipulating all these factors, we can construct laminates that possess special characteristics – the advantages of laminating or layering. Some of the examples using layering technique include:

- Making up the required total thickness;
- Tailoring the properties of individual layers to tune the matrices $A$, $B$ and $D$ so as to achieve synergistic overall performance;
- Arranging each layer tactically so that the most durable side is deployed in the direction with most severe loading;
- Properly choosing and positioning the layers, a composite with other peculiar behaviors can also be achieved.

More specifically, by selecting and stacking layers strategically so as to make the coupling stiffness matrix $B \rightarrow 0$, we can attain symmetric laminates with no undesirable bending-stretching coupling once loaded; that is, normal or shear stress only generate corresponding normal or shear strains. Also by altering the bending stiffness matrix $D$, we can eliminate coupling between bending and twisting moments to avoid adverse buckling and wrinkling.

$c$. **Layering in biological systems**

Conversely, we can generate bending, stretching, twisting actions via linear forces, and this has been found as the main actuating mechanism in biological systems. It is recently demonstrated that during the blooming process of the *asiatic lily* *Lilium Casablanca*, linear motion or force leads to bending, and twisting actions so the flower petals can open. Other similar examples include muscles growth, venus flytrap snapping, leaf expansion and flowers blossoming. Moreover, alternate layering of soft and stiff materials (at the nanoscale) has been shown to result in considerable synergy in toughness in bones and woods. Also layered assemblies of mesoporous materials have recently been developed in creating advanced functions including highly selective sensing and auto-modulated drug release.

**C. Spatial and angular orientation**

As mentioned previously, the twisted helicoidal principle of fiber composite in biomaterials has been proposed as a major unifying concept across different species. Angular orientation of a structural unit in a material, such as fibrils in wood and collagen fibers in bone, twisted or in helical conformation as shown in Figures 2 and 3, can be abstracted into Figure 5(B) for easy analysis.
a. Reinforcement at selected directions

The first clear benefit of fibril orientation is that a material can be selectively reinforced at the most desirable direction – the primary design principle in fabricating fiber reinforced composites. Also the distribution of microfibril angles is used by the plants to introduce property gradients into the material and to tune the mechanical properties according to needs.\footnote{4}

b. Reduction in system stiffness

In Figure 5(B), the relationship between the fibril oblique angle $q$, its tensile modulus $E_f$ and the system effective tensile modulus $E_e$ can be easily obtained using tensorial transformation:

$$E_e = E_f \cos^4 q$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

That is, because of the orientation angle $q$, the system is less stiff or more stretchable than the fibril by a factor $\cos^4 q$. There are many illustrations in nature using this principle. For instance, it was reported that the constituent mineralized collagen fibrils, spiral around the central axis with varying degrees of tilt, led to higher extensibility of the osteon.\footnote{215}

c. More known functions of helicity

As analyzed above, in an assembly of helical fibers, a yarn or a muscle bundle, upon stretching, the tension on the helical fibers will generate lateral pressure to bind the fibers together to sustain the stretching – a smart and easy way to reinforcing the assembly. In addition, “The bilateral, helical-ortho/axial-para structure (in wool fiber) leads to the crimp that provides bulk in coats, whether worn by sheep or people”.\footnote{216}

Interestingly, Mahadevan and Rica\footnote{217} reported a novel process to spontaneously induce helicity into a synthetic polymeric nanobristle assembled in an evaporating liquid. The process can be controlled “to yield highly ordered helical clusters with a unique structural hierarchy that arises from the sequential assembly of self-similar coiled building blocks over multiple length scales, leading to a system having previously unseen structures with uniform, periodic patterns and controlled handedness for efficient particle-trapping and adhering”. More recently, Clark and Prabhakar reported\footnote{218} that in both singly- and multiply-flagellated organisms, filament helicity may confer significant advantages to micro-swimmers by eliminating the bistability associated with the wrapping transition.

Research on twist and helix formation in biomaterials seems to pick up some momentum recently with the publication of several interesting papers on the subject. Twist configuration has been considered a critical feature in self-assembly of materials\footnote{12, 219, 220}. Also, based on the continuum analysis, Grason and Bruinsma\footnote{221} showed that chirality is a key thermodynamic parameter in forming and controlling the aggregation of biopolymers. Gibaud et al experimentally demonstrated\footnote{91, 222} that molecular chirality can control the interfacial tension, thus “allowing precise assembly and nanosculpting of highly dynamical and designable materials with complex topologies”.

D. Heterogenization or hybridization

The effect of system heterogeneity is the central theme in dealing with composite structures.\footnote{223-228} Given the fact that materials exist rarely in pure form and composition, the term composite actually covers many more types of materials including biological materials systems. In a composite system, interactions between the distinctive components through interfaces are chiefly
responsible for the complex system performance, which becomes difficult to explain if only based on the behaviors and fractions of individual constituents forming the system. The critical importance of geometrical arrangement of and interfacial interactions between the constituents has been made fairly known though extensive research.

It is apparent that many advantages arise from heterogeneity via blending substances of different types to form a single hybrid material. First and foremost, such hybridization can impart synergistic system behaviors by compensating the property deficiency among the constituents. Also it can improve the compatibility of the ingredients to be mixed into one system.

   a. Property compensation

The toucan beak, formed by a stiff sheath covering a soft porous core as shown in Fig. 12 (A), can serve as a good example in illuminating the property superposition and compensation in a hybrid system. Individually, the sheath exhibits a respectable performance under tension but inferior in compression as depicted in Fig. 12 (B), and the core does that almost in opposite as in Fig. 12 (C). However properly combining the two to form the beak, a behavior superior in both loading situations can be resulted as in Fig. 12 (D).

(Fig. 12)

As repeatedly demonstrated, biological composites are based on polymers and sometimes mineral. Nevertheless, their overall mechanical properties are usually significantly superior to those of the components, which can mostly be attributed to hierarchical structuring plus hybridization. For instance, high stiffness is readily achieved by the incorporation of mineral phases (e.g., calcite and hydroxyapatite) and of stiff, fibrous elements (cellulose or chitin) through extensive cross-linking 1, 6, 229. Tiny amounts of organic phase are sufficient to increase the toughness of an inherently brittle mineral by factors of more than 1,000 138.

Moreover, the presence of a large number of interfaces between the mineral platelets forces cracks to be deflected as they propagate across the structure and also allows for crack bridging and plate pullout to increase energy dissipation 230. Nanoasperities 231, 232 and mineral bridges 233 found between and on the surfaces of the mineral platelets may also give rise to strengthening interactions between platelets 18. Indeed, the crack driving force essentially vanishes in the valleys of a periodically varying modulus, “if the difference between high modulus and low modulus is large enough (typically more than a factor of 5), … the crack driving force also depends on the gradient of the modulus and decreases with a positive modulus gradient between platelets 234,“.

As a unique case of hybridization, bio-mineralization is the formation of inorganic minerals in a biological environment, which generally occurs under strict morphological and structural control through the interaction of a variety of biomolecules. There are over 60 different biominerals existing in natural systems, including oxides, sulfides, carbonates, phosphates, oxalates as well as silicates 235. Extensive research by biologists, archeologists, physicists and chemists has revealed a large number of functions for these hybrid materials, such as mechanical support and protection, gravity sensing, magnetic perception, light amplification and transmission, and metabolic energy generation 236.
b. Compatibility improvement and new functionalities

Direct contact between the tissues of different moduli would potentially give rise to harmful interfacial stresses. In the squid beak mentioned before, this danger is minimized by the presence of a stiffness gradient of approximately two orders of magnitude from the beak tip to the base, as measured by tensile and nanoindentation measurements \(^{140}\). Similar case was found in the combination of hard enamel on softer dentin in teeth \(^{237}\). Also “…composite fibril/ matrix structure in animal hair allows it to recover elastically after being extended by up to 40%…” as reported by Hearle\(^ {216}\).

Two recent review papers by Buehler \(^ {7, 62, 204}\) have further demonstrated that, hierarchies formed via self-assembly in some biological materials have demonstrated two important advantages: first they turned weakness of the building blocks to strength via the interplay of universality and diversity in the evolutionary process, and also they create materials with a vast range of functional properties based on a limited set of universal elements, such as proteins or more fundamentally, the natural amino acids.

c. Multi-state: air and moisture and material properties

A particularly common group of hybrid materials is the mixtures with moisture or air. Because of the omnipresence of air and moisture, they often constitute, not by design, individual phases in a system. Although the mechanical resistance of air when confined in a tire or a basketball, and the associated importance is hard to deny, air or moisture is still more often viewed as “emptiness” or “nothingness”. However, if indeed ignored, it will frequently lead to erroneous predictions in analyzing the host systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>polymer</th>
<th>water</th>
<th>air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm(^3))</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1x10(^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/m(\cdot)K)</td>
<td>0.03~ 0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Conductivity (S m(^{-1}))</td>
<td>&lt; 10(^{-6})</td>
<td>5<em>10(^{-4})~5</em>10(^{-2})</td>
<td>~ 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>(\mu / t)</td>
<td>(\mu / t)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \(\mu\) is the viscosity of the fluids and \(t\) the time.
- The data in the table are estimations for discussion only and more specific ranges can be readily obtained.
Water is ubiquitous in biological materials, and so is air if pores exist. While frequently unintentioned, their existence in materials can play deciding roles in determining the behaviors of the system under various external stimuli, especially in properties with huge extremity as exemplified in Table 1. Figure 13 shows, for instance, the initial Young’s modulus of the hoof wall plotted as a function of water content and the modulus directly reduces as water content increases.

(Fig. 13)

Many naturally occurring materials are not fully dense, i.e. they possess internal cavities. This type of design can be intentional, since it reduces the material density. Examples are plenty, including cork, bones, wood, sponge, and plant stalks. Modern synthetic materials have also adopted this type, such as metallic, ceramic, and polymeric foams. Some are of common and every day usage, and others are quite esoteric, like the Space Shuttle tiles, which have a density of 0.141 g/cm³ and a maximum temperature capability of 1260 °C, air/gas is deliberately introduced for thermal property improvement.

Heterogenization in material design to more purposely include air and/or moisture can be highly effective and efficient in achieving otherwise unattainable functions - the superior thermal and electric insulation of air has already found extensive applications, as detailed in next section. Note in particular from Table 1 the time dependent nature of the shear moduli for both air and water, just like other shear thickening fluids, which can increase the design sophistication in material performance if used properly.

Of course, the reason why moisture or water plays important role in determining material properties is far from merely mechanical or physical. Being a chemical agent itself, water affects system behaviors more fundamentally by forming weak secondary bonds, thus interacting chemically with other constituents in the system. Corresponding approaches have to be taken to investigate that part of the influence water imparts on material properties.

E. Hierarchy, geometry and other material properties

a. Scale and geometry effects on material wetting and moisture transport properties

It is easy to demonstrate that hierarchy improves wetability of a material. We can use the Harkinson spreading parameter for this purpose, which for a given multiphase material is defined as:

\[ S = \gamma_s + \gamma_{sl} - \gamma_l \]

where \( \gamma_s, \gamma_{sl}, \gamma_l \) are the surface tensions between solid-air, solid-liquid and liquid-air, respectively. The material will be wetted if its critical Harkinson spreading parameter \( S_c \leq S \).

This critical parameter for the fiber bundle in Figure 1(C) can be expressed as:

\[ S_c = \frac{R - Nr}{Nr} \gamma_l = \frac{\sqrt{N}r - Nr}{Nr} \gamma_l = \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} - 1 \right) \gamma_l \]

and it decreases as \( N \) increases. That is, for a given mass of material, making a material into a bundle containing fine fibers will significantly enhance its wetability - the secret of a terry towel!

Next, based on Kelvin – Cohan Equation for pore analysis, the vapor pressure on a curved solid surface is different from that on a flat surface, so the vapor pressure \( P \) of a liquid dispersed
as a droplet to fit into the surface curvature of radius \( r \) is

\[
\frac{P}{P_o} = e^{\frac{\gamma l V_m}{RTr}}
\]

(14)

where \( P_o \) is the saturation vapor pressure, \( \gamma_l \) is the liquid surface tension, \( V_m \) the molar volume, and \( R, T \) are the gas constant and temperature. Hence the Kelvin-Cohan equation establishes the connection between the pore scale \( r \) and the pore condensation pressure \( P \), and predicts that pore condensation shifts to a higher relative pressure with decreasing pore size \( r \). Considering all moisture/liquid transfer process takes place at the interfaces seldom plainly flat, the implication of the geometry curvature is profound.

De Gennes \(^{250}\) also summarized the size effect in fluid transport. Length scales in liquid transport include macroscopic scales for liquid thicknesses larger than a few thousand angstroms; mesoscopic scales for liquid thicknesses between 10 and 1000 Å; and microscopic scales at the molecular level. At the macroscopic level a liquid is characterized by its thermodynamic quantities, and its spreading kinetics is described as a hydrodynamic process. At the mesoscopic level however the properties of a thin liquid film are explained by continuum theories that ignore the molecular nature of the liquid, and the long range character of the molecular interactions is then taken into account through the disjoining pressure. Furthermore, the viscous effects predominate over inertial effects when length scale becomes sufficiently small, so that the dissipative mechanism in destabilizing liquid becomes dominant and has to be considered \(^{251,252}\).

b. Scale and geometry effects on material thermal behaviors

The thermal properties of a material system can also be impacted by altering the structural constituents in both scale and shape as shown in Figure 14 \(^{20,253}\) where at the same volume fraction, the constituents of different shapes and size lead to significantly distinctive effective thermal conductivities for the system.

(Fig. 14)

Moreover, Donadio and Galli \(^{254}\) in their study of the thermal properties of silicon nanowire reported that the dependence of the thermal conductivity on the nanowire thickness becomes considerably less significant for crystalline morphology than for amorphous samples.

c. Scale effects on optical properties

Optical properties of a material are the results of interactions between the material and the incident light, and the exact numerical correspondence between colors and the wavelengths in visible light stresses a direct scale effect between size in the material and the resulting colors. For instance, the blue color of Morpho butterfly comes from its wings with ridges of multiple slits spaced 200 nm apart, and such periodic nano-structures interact with the sunlight and reflect wavelength of blue light, ranging from 400 nm to 480 nm \(^{1,56,255}\).

In addition to controlling the scattering and reflection of light from surfaces, Nature also uses composite structures to control the transmission and focusing of light for signaling and vision. A fascinating example is the complex calcitic skeletal plates of the brittle star \textit{Ophiocoma} \(^{256}\). These plates are covered in an array of lenses that focus light onto photosensitive nerve bundles, enabling the brittle stars to respond with color changes from night to day. The silica spicules that make up the architectural elements of \textit{Euplectella} also display remarkable optical properties. They consist of a high-refractive index core of Na-doped silica whose refractive index is controlled for optimal waveguide behavior through the gradient in Na content and organic cover
Moreover, Knowles and colleagues have demonstrated that similar structure alternation can be employed to control the optical properties of biological materials. They used amyloid proteins to create multifunctional macroscopic materials by carefully organizing a few protein constituents to achieve the necessary diversity at each level of the hierarchy so the optical behavior of the resulting system can be tuned via a polarizer.

\[ \text{d. Hierarchy diminishing the scale effect in mechanical strength} \]

Another interesting feature attributable to the fine local hierarchy is the *diminishing* scale effect in mechanics. In materials science, the scale or size effect on material strength has been a subject of extensive research, and it has been widely accepted that at macro scale level, such effect is monotonic: the longer the material length, the weaker the strength as dictated by Griffith’s theory. However studies have shown that such size effect is suppressed by increased material local hierarchy, i.e., the ones with finer structural details exhibit more stable strength value, and are less sensitive to their size change.

Results from another study on collagen fibrils also show that the elastic strength of the fibrils increases to a finite value with the molecular length, but levels off with further increase in molecular size as seen in Fig. 15. “Materials become insensitive to flaws at nanoscale” as concluded by Gao et al.

(Fig. 15)

IV. A FEW THEORETICAL ISSUES

From our own research and literature study, we have identified/collection a few theoretical issues that are useful for better understanding of material performance, yet still unsettled and elusive, pending for further study.

A. Packing and ordering

Broadly speaking, materials properties are determined, intrinsically, by two major factors, i.e., the chemical compositions of the constituents and the structural morphology of the system. In that sense, once the material constituents are given, the behaviors of the new material formed are essentially dependent on the way the components are assembled – the internal structures, the interfaces and the interactions among the components. That is, the manner how individual parts are assembled into a structure, i.e., the packing order, becomes a critical question.

\[ \text{a. Materials as from packing of the components} \]

Consequently and from a physicist’s point of view, a material system can be studied by focusing on the geometrical shapes, relative positions and spatial constraints of the internal components and the interactive forces between them. Such geometric relationship between the components in a closed volume is called in mathematics the packing problem and is a phenomenon easily visualized and commonplace in everyday experience. The interaction among the components is dominated by the strong repulsion between atoms that approach each other too closely, i.e., a short-range phenomenon which allows a more local treatment considering only the surrounding neighbors. Onsager's seminal analysis of the effect of shape on the interaction between colloidal particles has been considered the first such effort to treat materials structure explicitly as a packing problem.
Thereafter, particle packing has been used to study the structures of liquid, glassy and crystalline states of matter\textsuperscript{266-268}, granular media\textsuperscript{267}, heterogeneous materials\textsuperscript{267}, polymer chains\textsuperscript{269} and biological systems\textsuperscript{220,270-274}. Other fundamental mechanisms investigated along this line include the liquid crystal phase formation\textsuperscript{275}, the effects of range and geometry of a simple attractive square-well on the phase diagram of hard ellipsoids and hard spherocylinders\textsuperscript{263}.

Another pioneer work was done by Richards to explore the importance of close-packing in protein structure\textsuperscript{276,277} and his work has become increasingly recognized, as partly reflected by whopping citations of 641 and 1,824 times respectively for his two papers cited here. It was further reported that the last stage of protein folding, the “endgame,” involves the ordering of amino acid side-chains into a well defined and closely packed configuration, considered critical to the most important characteristics of native protein structures\textsuperscript{265}. Attention was also focused on the type of packing observed in proteins and on the prediction of side chains packing, and on the more difficult problem of generating main-chain conformations close enough to make side-chain packing predictions possible\textsuperscript{265}.

\textit{b. Mathematics of packing and the Kepler Conjecture}

The packing of shapes has drawn the attention of humankind since ancient times. A Sanskrit work from 499 AD reveals the first-known mathematical study of the face-centered cubic arrangement of spheres, later known as the Kepler problem after the question put forth in 1611 by the astronomer Johannes Kepler\textsuperscript{138,278-281}, who speculated that the densest way to pack spheres is to place them in a pyramid arrangement known as the \textit{face centered cubic} packing (\textit{Figure 16(A)}). This statement has become known as the "Kepler's conjecture" or simply the sphere packing problem. To mathematically solve the sphere packing problem has been an active area of research for mathematicians ever since, and Hales only recently proved computationally the sphere-close packing fraction of $\phi = \pi/\sqrt{18} \approx 0.7405$ achieved by face-centered cubic and its stacking variations\textsuperscript{282,283}.

(Fig. 16)

Yet, the sphere packing is the simplest packing case, for we only need to consider one characteristic size, i.e., the sphere diameter. Much less is known about the packing of other shapes\textsuperscript{284}. In the case of ellipsoids, periodic arrangements were found with packing fractions up to $\phi = 0.7707$\textsuperscript{285}. The recent progress in the synthesis of non-spherical particles of sizes ranging from nanometers to micrometers has focused attention on the problem of packing such three-dimensional shapes as tetrahedral\textsuperscript{286,287}. In a recent paper, Bruss and Grason analyzed the packing of twisted filament bundles. They concluded that the problem of twisted bundle packing can be mapped onto the problem of disc packing on a curved surface (\textit{Fig. 16 (B)}). They also found that the “packing of any twisted bundle is geometrically frustrated, … and the underlying non-Euclidean geometry of twisted fiber packing disrupts the regular lattice packing of filaments above a critical radius, proportional to the helical pitch”.

Given the mathematical challenges encountered, it is unlikely that major breakthrough on this topic would be achieved soon so that more pertaining theoretical tools are made available in guarding new material designs\textsuperscript{281,288,289}.

\textit{c. Growth, shape and self-assembly}

More generally, the connection between shape, form and its performance of a material system has long mesmerized scientists. Again if function is dictated by structure\textsuperscript{26,229}, then a multitude
of functions is possible by varying the structure of a composite formed by the same constituents.

In natural materials, shape and microstructure are intimately related due to their common origin - the growth of the organism. This has been discussed in detail by Jeronimidis in his introductory chapters to a book on “Structural Biological Materials”\textsuperscript{109}. Growth implies that “form” and “microstructure” are created in the same process, i.e., the shape of a tree branch is formed by the assembly of molecules to cells, and of cells to wood with a specific shape. Hence, at every size level, the branch is “both the form and the material, and the structure becomes hierarchical\textsuperscript{109}.”

The fact that natural materials are growing rather than being fabricated leads to unique advantages, as illustrated by Fratzl and Weinkamer\textsuperscript{6}, that “biological structures and materials must not be thought as statically determined by the genetic blueprint but rather as systems actively responding to the biophysical stimuli of their environment”\textsuperscript{6}. Firstly, it permits adaptation during growth to improve their functionality according to external constraints. Secondly, it allows the growth of hierarchical materials, where the microstructure at each position of the part is adapted to the local needs\textsuperscript{109}. Thirdly, the processes of growth and “remodeling” (a combination of growth and removal of old material) allow a constant renewal of the material, thus reducing problems of material fatigue\textsuperscript{6}. In addition to adaptation, “growth and remodeling processes enable healing for self-repair in biological materials\textsuperscript{6}.”

Self-assembly as used now can be defined as the “spontaneous and reversible organization of molecular units into ordered structures\textsuperscript{290}, a process equivalent to growth in natural biological systems.” The key feature this definition suggests is the spontaneity of the self-assembly process: the interactions responsible for the formation of the self-assembled system act on a strictly local level—in other words, the nanostructure builds itself. Three factors characterize a self-assembling process, i.e., order, interactions and building blocks\textsuperscript{291}. The obvious challenges in synthetic self-assembly to imitate natural growth include controlling the size and shape to desirable ranges, and imparting differential growth rates and growth gradients for different parts of a structure\textsuperscript{292}.

B. Bi-modular mechanical behaviors

Anisotropy is responsible for many of the difficulties in dealing with hierarchal materials. However, even in the same direction of line deformation, materials often behave differently, depending on the sign of the force. In other words, for some materials, the Young’s modulus, strength, as well as the entire stress-strain relationship, are quite dissimilar when under tension versus under compression. Such “bi-modular” behavior is prevalent in biomaterials, and Figure 12 depicts a typical bi-modal behavior under tension and compression in the longitudinal direction. The pioneering work in this area was done mainly by Ambartsumyan and his collaborators and they further expanded the problem to two- and three-dimensional cases\textsuperscript{293-295}. The research has picked up new momentum as interest in biomaterials increases in recent years\textsuperscript{296, 297}. Also, in the current research on material mechanics at nano scale, one can only resort to nano-indentation approach, clear a compression test, assuming both compression and tensile mechanical behaviors of nano scale materials are the same. This expedient yet questionable approach is simply because the obvious problem that samples are just too tiny to grip for a normal tensile test\textsuperscript{298, 299}.

Two issues are to be tackled. First, the current approach and its consequence in treating materials as inherently identical in both compression and in tension have to be reexamined. Also any
proposed solution still needs to be evaluated to satisfy the following criteria: (1) The compliances $S_{ij}$ or the moduli (stiffness) must be symmetric in any coordinate systems in order for the strain energy to be positive, and therefore a potential function exists; (2) The values of the compliances are restricted in relation to one another such that the compliance matrix is positive; (3) The compliance matrix must be transformable between coordinate systems, i.e., it has to remain a tensor $^{300-302}$.

C. Behavior non-affinities between different hierarchal levels

a. Behavior non-affinities

Once hierarchy develops in a material system, other complications emerge. One of them concerns the issue of non-affinity, i.e., seemingly disconnection between the macro-properties of the system and the corresponding properties of its constituents. Just as nanoparticles display properties that differ from those of the bulk samples of the same material, ensembles of nanoparticles, or nano-structured materials, can have collective performance that deviates from that displayed by both the individual nanoparticles and the bulk samples $^{64, 65, 80, 303}$. Such non-affinity is in fact the inherent consequence of the structural hierarchy, and is clearly an important issue for any theoretical attempt to predict materials properties over the full range of scales.

b. Examples and possible causes

On the material thermal performance from our daily experience, the same cotton fibers can be made into a thin and cool T-shirt for summer, or a thick and warm flannel coat for winter. That is, the thermal attributes of the final products seem to be independent of the thermal properties of its components (the fibers). Further analysis however reveals that our sensed warmth is actually related to a composite parameter termed the thermal effusivity $\varepsilon$ $^{304}$, defined as:

$$\varepsilon = \sqrt{k\rho c_p}$$

where $k$ is the thermal conductivity, $\rho$ the specific heat capacity and $c_p$ the specific heat capacity of the material. By comparing the thin T-shirt and thick flannel coat, the first thing we notice is the huge difference in their bulk density $\rho$. In general, the $\rho$ value in such textiles can vary from $1.0$ to $200$ (kg/m$^3$) $^{305}$ by a few orders of magnitude, accountable by itself for the distinctive thermal feelings (thermal effusivity $\varepsilon$ values) perceived when touching them. That is, the perceived thermal sensation is nearly independent of the fiber thermal properties, i.e., the thermal non-affinity. The secret of the heat retention lies of course in the still air contained in the much more porous flannel coat, for still air is the best thermal insulator. Enclosing air and keeping it still is the most effective way to generate super thermal protection, a very plausible explanation for the hollow fibers seen in Figure 17 forming the fur for polar bears.

(Fig. 17)

(Fig. 18)

Following is another example of the non-affinity, and also how air plays a dominant role in determining material performance. For the cushion under compression in Figure 18(A), the compressive stiffness $E_c$ is known $^{306, 307}$ to scale to the cubic of the fiber volume fraction $V_f$ as:

$$E_c \rightarrow E_f V_f^3$$

(16)
where $E_f$ is the axial tensile modulus of the solid fiber itself. Equation 16 suggests that by building a fibrous cushion to incorporate large amount of air so that $V_f << 1$, and the unconfined air there presents very low compression resistance, the macro compression resistance $E_c$ is markedly reduced comparing to the fiber modulus $E_f$. A closer observation discloses that because of the existence of pores between fibers, when the cushion is under macro-compression, individual fibers are in fact experiencing bending deformation – another example of the behavior non-affinity. Because of its thin thickness, the bending (buckling) resistance of the fibers is very low, leading to the soft cushioning effect, something seemly manifested in fruit flies feet illustrated in the photo of Figure 18(B)\textsuperscript{308}, cushioning could be one of the benefits when the fly lands on a hard surface.

Additionally, Hepworth \textit{et al} recorded a non-affine relationship between the collagen fibers and ground substance in soft biological tissues like skin: at a micrometer scale, a pressed skin is under compression, whereas the fibers contained exhibited reorientation and stretching\textsuperscript{309}. Again, this non-affinity issue is clearly resulted from structural hierarchy. In a hierarchal material system, different structural components are connected in many ways at various levels; their behaviors are thus often not entirely synchronized, bringing, intended or not, such consequences discussed above.

**D. Importance of dimensionality in a hierarchal system**

\textit{a. System dimensionality}

A material regardless of its size is a three-dimensional object in reality. However, in scientific study, simplification is often made to consider for example a particle as zero dimensional; a fiber as one dimensional; and a slab as two dimensional if a geometrical symmetry in the remaining dimension exists, as done repeatedly in theoretical treatment of mathematics and physics. Such simplification is often necessary and generally very effective in rendering a problem more tractable.

Question remains however on the impact of such treatment – if everything else is the same, will it make any difference to consider a uniform material slab a mere planar one or with thickness. If difference does exist, how much it imparts on the final results? To answer this question, let’s start from the fiber composite theory. Since as mentioned before all heterogeneous materials can be viewed as composites by substituting the fiber and matrix with different types of constituents in the materials, the analysis below should have wider implications.

\textit{b. Theoretical descriptions}

For a fiber reinforced composite system with fiber volume fraction $V_f$, the orientation of an arbitrary fiber in the system is uniquely defined by a pair ($\theta, \phi$) where $\theta, \phi$ are the base and polar angles the fiber makes with the $z$ axis and the $xy$ plane, respectively. The system fiber orientation probability density function (pdf) can be in general expressed as $\Omega (\theta, \phi)$, and mathematically there is

\[
\int_0^\pi \int_0^{\pi/2} \Omega(\theta,\phi) \sin \theta d\theta d\phi = 1
\] (17)
The fiber volume fraction $V_f$ for a given system of course remains constant. However, if we cut a cross section on the composite, the fiber area fractions (the ratio of the areas occupied by the fiber and the composite) of different such cross sections will in general not equal to the overall fiber volume fraction, nor will they be a constant, dependent on the location of the cross section. Then if we use another pair $(\Theta, \Phi)$ to represent the direction of the cross section with $\Theta, \Phi$ being the orientation angles of the normal of the plane as seen in Figure 19. Pan $^{310}$ has demonstrated that both the fiber volume and area fractions are related by the system pdf as

$$A(\Theta, \Phi) = \Omega(\Theta, \Phi)V_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $\Omega(\Theta, \Phi)$ is the corresponding value of the pdf at the plane direction $(\Theta, \Phi)$. This connection and indeed the difference between the fiber volume and area fractions in Equation 18 are useful. First it provides a tool to predict the anisotropy of the material system – the behaviors of the material as a function of the direction concerned. It meanwhile suggests that the fiber orientation is the cause for the anisotropy. Furthermore, it indicates that to ignore the difference due to system dimensionality here is to assume that $A(\Theta, \Phi) \equiv V_f$ or $\Omega(\Theta, \Phi) \equiv 1$, that is, to assume the system to be of both isotropy and homogeneity. Actually, derivation of the widely known Rule of Mixtures in composites required that $A(\Theta, \Phi) = \text{const.} = V_f$, which happens to be true only in the unidirectional fiber reinforced composites at the cross sections perpendicular to fiber orientation where there is indeed $\Omega(\Theta, \Phi) \equiv 1$. For heterogeneous and anisotropic materials, the impact of system dimensionality is easier to see now: clearly Equation 18 only works for 3D cases, for it becomes dependent only on one angle in 2D systems. So for 2D and 3D cases of otherwise identical systems, the normalization condition Equation 17 will require different values for the pdf $\Omega(\theta, \phi)$, thus resulting in different outcomes.

(Fig. 19)

c. Experimental verifications and their ramifications.

Experimental verification of this dimensionality influence is more difficult because of the thorny issue of differentiating 2D from 3D settings in practice. Kirkpatrick however, in studying the conductance of mixed porous systems, reported such a difference between 2D and 3D cases from numerical results in his widely cited paper $^{311}$. Wang and Li $^{312, 313}$ also noted that theoretically predicted 3D transport phenomena often differ from their 2D counterparts of identical boundary conditions, and attributed this to the difference in surface-to-volume ratios. More recently we performed the effective thermal conductivity modeling in both 2D- and 3D cases $^{314}$. We maintained the identical length and height of 2D cell domains but added the cell number along the third dimension to develop a 3D case. Our predicted effective thermal conductivities as in Figure 20 are always smaller at 2D cases than at 3D ones, consistent with the conclusion by Kirkpatrick $^{311}$. The difference diminished at both ends when system porosity is zero or 100%, i.e., this dimensionality effect exists only in porous media.

(Fig. 20)

E. Wisdom of Nature versus Intelligent Design

a. Attraction to (or temptation from) Biomimetics

There are ample examples, including those mentioned in this article, supporting the commonly accepted opinion that Nature can offer solutions for many problems plaguing our modern society: “After 3.8 billion years of evolution, nature has learned: What works. What is
appropriate. What lasts”. As more expressly stated by Ruiz-Hitzky, Darder et al that “Biological systems usually adopt an intelligent combination of many parallel functional processes, which are mutually and dynamically connected to each other in optimized harmony”.

Biomimetics (aka biomimesis, biomimicry, bionics, biognosis, biologically inspired design) is seen as an effective conduit from Nature to synthetic systems. Vincent reviewed some successful cases of biomimetics including in flight, plant expansion, bio-sensing, materials toughness in wood, and nacre, and made the differentiation between biomimetics (coping the Nature), and bio-inspired developments where some human alternations have been done during the process. The view is widely shared that learning from nature is a highly valuable approach for human creativity, since for the ever-increasing demand of changing environment and competition for survival, biological systems have evolved to improve their functionality, and the resulting hierarchies in plants, animals, physiological systems are logistically manifestation of high efficiency and adaptability. It is therefore up to us to explore, decode and understand the accumulated efficiency embedded in such systems, and to apply the learned new knowledge for society’s benefit. One added advantage in bionics is that “… the design rules from Nature can be extended into non-biological environments once moved into a laboratory setting and less constrained by the requirements for survival of living organisms”.

It was also pointed out by Eadie and Ghosh that nature follows the path of least resistance (least expenditure of energy), while often using the most common materials to accomplish a task. Following is a brief summary of more examples. The mechanism of pine cone opening relies on the humidity sensitive outer layer of the ovuliferous scales “to expand or shrink in response to moisture in the atmosphere, while the inner layer remains relatively unresponsive”. Theoretical analyses as well as experimental data point to the fact that Nature uses high modulus fibers of high aspect ratio with small inter-fiber spacing to achieve good adhesion. The water repellency of the bird feather in general is attributed to the “trapped air space in the multi-scale texture formed by the barbs, barbules and tomenta with nano-sized grooves, forming an air cushion at the feather–water interface thereby keeping the feather from being wet”. The thermal-insulating property of duck feathers is attributed to the trapped air in their nanoscaled, hierarchical and fractal structures. Stegmaier et al. reported the development of a solar thermal collector, based on the supposed solar function of the polar bear fur and skin, with high light-transmission capability using a spacer fabric with translucence coatings on both sides. Additional instances include structural or physical coloring from butterflies, extreme water repellency and self-cleaning from plants and animals, fouling resistance from marine organisms, novel materials by silk proteins from silkworms and spiders mixed with other polymers (both natural and synthetic) and/or inorganic particles, a new family of artificial polymer nanocomposites that mimic the architecture and the mechanic adaptability of the sea cucumber dermis, dynamic hydrogels for biosensing, actuation, and tissue engineering applications, artificial muscles etc. Perhaps the list can culminate at this one - “Bacteria such as Colon bacillus have flagella and swim by the high-speed rotation of the flagella, which is driven by an ultrasmall motor. The flagellar motor with a diameter of 30nm can rotate 1,500 times per minute and can change rotational direction within 1 ms: the size and functions of this are far beyond the level of man-made machines. These amazing bio-machines are assembled of numerous protein parts surprisingly by a spontaneous low-energy process”.

Even more amazingly, as added by Fratzl and Weinkamer “…biological materials may also serve as ion reservoirs (bone is a typical example), as chemical barriers (like cell membranes),
have catalytic function (such as enzymes), transfer chemical into kinetic energy (such as the muscle), etc.” Of further interest is “to implement the ability to switch the structure of the material at different levels of the hierarchy using external signals such as temperature, pH, magnetic or electric fields, and thereby direct a change in a material’s properties” — an attribute referred to as mutability 76. The significance in understanding such mechanisms from biological materials is profound in enhancing our capability of designing new generation of smart materials. Finally biomimetics should promote sustainability much like Nature does from ‘cradle to grave’, from raw material usage to recyclability 10.

Giving the fascinating and even seemingly mystical power of nature, a few cautionary words may be in order here so we don’t fall into the trap of Intelligent Design in our pursuing bio-inspiration.

b. Evolution not optimization
To start, Darwin himself 329 already warned “natural selection will not produce absolute perfection”. As we all know that natural selection in simple term is “a process where organisms passes on to the next generations only those heritable traits that give them an advantage over their competitors.” 330 But there is a competing factor in the process termed genetic drift, a process in which “there are random changes to a generation's genes during reproduction 183,” and “there is absolutely no way in which biological systems could be immune from the stochasticity that is inherent in Brownian motion itself 331.” In other words, biomimetics can go astray and there is risk with it.

First, it is usually difficult to measure the relative importance of the selection and drift 332 and the comparative importance of these two forces in driving evolutionary change is still an area of current research 333. In other words, it is not always self-evident whether a trait is advantageous or not. A good example is the “loss of pigments from animals that live in caves, a change that produces no obvious advantage or disadvantage in complete darkness 334.” The central concept of natural selection is the evolutionary fitness of an organism 335, and the fitness is measured by an organism's ability to survive and reproduce. However, a fitness for a particular species is not guaranteed beneficial to human needs, as cautioned by Fratzl and Weinkamer that “it is not evident at all that the lessons learned from biological materials will be directly applicable to the design of new engineering materials. This implies that we might be fooled, if we just take solutions found by Nature as optimal for a certain requirement which we hardly know 6.”

Another issue is related to the so-called exaptations, structures originally adapted for one function, but coincidentally became somewhat useful for other function in the process. One example is the African lizard *Holaspis guentheri*, “which developed an extremely flat head for hiding in crevices. However, in this species, the head has become so flattened that it assists in gliding from tree to tree—an exaptation” 336.

One more layer of complexity has to do with a common misconception that evolution has goals or long-term plans. However sufficient evidence has shown this is not the case 337. Evolution is more of a passive reaction to the environment due to survival instinct, instead of a proactive exploration with clear overall purpose required in an optimization process.

Finally “One of the major problems confronting modern biology is to understand how complex morphological structures arise during development and how they are altered during evolution” 338. In other words, our current knowledge about biological systems is still rather limited.
c. Define and identify the traits for inspiration

Less philosophically and more to our topic, natural biological materials have their share of weaknesses, especially from human perspective. Slow growth and low temperature resistance are apparently the first set of them.

A simple imitation of a biological system is rarely successful and some revisions from human are required. “More often than not, the technical abstraction is possible only because a biologist has pointed out an interesting or unusual phenomenon and has uncovered the general principles behind its functioning (e.g. the self-cleaning lotus effect). Only then does the biological principle become available outside biology for biomimetic use. The result is often unexpected and seldom resembles the biological prototype 102”.

Vincent also provided some warning remarks 102 that “illustrate some of the dangers involved in copying from nature without thorough mechanistic understanding”. First, natural materials are often multifunctional and we should not copy the undesirable functions. Also, although natural composites exhibit outstanding combinations of properties, these properties are usually limited to narrow temperature range, and subject to moisture hysteresis as noted in 339 that the moisture influences the mechanical behavior of rigid composites, but these effects are often not reversible upon removal of moisture. Finally, because of limited raw chemical compositions, the natural constituents themselves have deficiencies in levels of properties.

Just as importantly, biomimicry is often a tedious and demanding process, particularly so when dealing with a complex biological system. The nacre structure in Figure 21 can serve as an example. The toughening mechanisms in the nacre consist of crack blunting and branching; microcrack formation; sliding and pullout of aragonite plates; polymeric ligament formation into craze to bridge cracks; and possible strain hardening and shearing of the organic material, and have been well studied and understood 5, 340. However if our goal is to design synthetic laminates that bear the attributes, and thus the architecture shown in Figure 21, the technical challenges would include, as outlined in 5, “(1) lamination of the component phases should form a highly ordered microstructure; (2) the thick phase should have high hardness and be surrounded by the thin phase, which should be softer, tenacious, highly plastic, and capable of strain hardening; (3) interfaces should be strong but tailored so that delamination occurs before cracking across the stiff, brittle component; and, (4) no continuous path for easy fracture should be presented (no interfaces should line up along directions of loading).”

(Fig. 21)

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. Major issues covered in this article

Instead of offering another comprehensive review of current research activities in the fields, this paper represents mainly an effort to derive or theorize some generic principles based on the existing research results.

It first listed the major characteristics resulted from, or associated with, structural heterogeneity and hierarchy in materials. It then presented several typical biological natural material systems
including wood, bone and others to illustrate the proposed views. The paper also discussed the man-made smart material – textiles to demonstrate that textiles are hierarchal, multifunctional, highly complex and arguably the engineered material closest on a par with biological materials in structural complexity, and more importantly we can still learn quite a few new things from them in development of novel materials.

In Section 3, the paper summarized several general approaches in developing a hierarchal material system at various scales, including structure thinning and splitting, laminating and layering, spatial and angular orientation, heterogenization and hybridization, shape and geometrical features, and analyzed the advantages associated with them. It also stressed the adverse consequences once the existing structural hierarchy breaks down, especially in biological systems due to various mutations. It further discussed the influences of moisture and air on material properties, giving that both air and water are omnipresent in biological materials.

It then dealt with in Section 4 some related theoretical issues including packing and ordering, the bi-modular mechanics, the behavior non-affinities due to disparity in hierarchal levels, the importance of system dimensionality in a hierarchal material system, and more philosophically, the issues of Nature’s wisdom versus Intelligent Design.

**B. Conclusions and their practical significance**

Hierarchy, multiphase and multiscale observed in natural materials occur not by accident but a manifestation of adaptation and improvement through the evolution process. It should be better studied, understood and more importantly utilized in our engineering designs for more efficient materials with novel properties.

In our analysis, we have demonstrated that structural hierarchy in a material system always or nearly produces multiple phases (or heterogeneity) in the system, and often brings directionality to render it anisotropic. Such complexities inevitably lead to more intricate behaviors of the material.

By looking into the existing research results on such biological materials as wood, bone and a few others, we have demonstrated how such hierarchal, multi-scaled, heterogenized or multi-phased structures are advantageous. Also new research has confirmed a deterioration of biological system performance once its hierarchical structure breaks down due to mutation. Additionally, textiles are hierarchal, multifunctional, and highly similar to biological materials in complexity; but unlike biomaterials, *textile is made from a human design so that its macro properties allow for alternation or optimization*. Another interesting feature of textile is that *any force that stresses a textile is, at the same time, reinforcing it*. Therefore a better and deeper understanding of the intrinsic mechanisms in textile behaviors and the manipulation process of tiny fibrous components in textile processing can be beneficial for research into other novel materials.

We have more explicitly and systematically demonstrated that structure hierarchies can be manifested in several features and each one improves the system performance in different ways. For instance, by branching out or splitting a material, we can maximize the specific area, arrest the cracks in the system, increase the contact adhesion, improve the structural flexibility, and promote the property synergy and processibility. Next, by employing layered structures and introducing spatial and angular orientations, we can design material systems with tailed performance and functionalities. It becomes much easier in a hierarchical system to adjust
individual properties independently so as to tailor to our needs. Lastly, blending or hybridization is a well known technique to achieve property compensation and compatibility for synergy. Because of the distinctions in properties of the constituents in different phases in a composite system, one can manipulate the distribution and relative proportion of each phase to optimize the system behavior. On the other hands, the omnipresence of air and moisture in materials, and their often significant impact on system properties should not be underestimated.

In our dealing with the theoretical issues, we stressed the importance of fundamental research of packing and ordering problem on such processes as material mixing, forming and assembling. We pointed out that synthetic self-assembly is a process equivalent to growth in natural biological systems. We then showed, in addition to the anisotropy, the so-called “bi-modular” behavior is prevalent in biomaterials such that their entire stress-strain relationship is quite different when under tension load versus under compression. Consequently, the validity of nano-indentation technique is rather limited when dealing with the mechanics of hierarchical material at nano scale.

Furthermore, we confirmed an interesting phenomenon in multiphase hierarchical material structures, i.e., seemingly disconnection between the macro-properties and the corresponding properties of its constituents, and concluded that such non-affinities are caused by structural hierarchy - in a hierarchical material system. Different structural components are connected in many ways at various levels and their behaviors are thus often not entirely synchronized, bringing significant inconsistence. In addition, we illustrated the importance of system dimensionality and demonstrated that when all other conditions are the same, there exists a difference in material behaviors when treated as a 2D versus a 3D case. This difference vanishes in homogeneous systems.

At the end, giving the fascinating and even seemingly mystical power of Nature, a few cautionary words are given so we don’t fall into the trap of Intelligent Design in our pursuing bio-inspiration. First Darwin himself already stated, “natural selection will not produce absolute perfection”. Evolution is more of a passive reaction to the environment due to survival instinct than a proactive exploration with clear overall purpose required in an optimization process. During the evolution process, there are always two competing factors, the selection for the fitness and the drift by random factors in driving the outcome. Also our current knowledge about biological systems is often limited in understanding the mechanisms involved in a desirable function we want to imitate from a natural system. Furthermore, natural systems have their share of weakness, including slow growth and low temperature resistance, yet some of them may not be as apparent. Finally biomimicry is often a tedious and demanding process, and a simple copy of a biological system is rarely successful.

C. Outlook
It is obviously a daunting task for anyone to attempt to propose even a relatively comprehensive list of pending problems in such an enormously huge field. Instead, we just offered some personal thoughts in this paper on some of the major issues, theoretical, numerical and experimental, in the hope that they can invite more discussion.

Regardless, one thing clear is that future for materials science and engineering is growingly more bright and promising, and its prime time is still yet to arrive. Material science has turned increasingly into a multi-disciplinary area involving all of the fundamental sciences, and
therefore the major breakthroughs in materials research were, have been and will continuously be, cultivated and impelled by the advances in those fundamental science fields.

Classic mathematical approaches, such as boundary problems of differential equations, have clearly encountered major challenges in their effectiveness in dealing with complex hierarchal composites materials - they even don’t have a well defined boundary to begin with. While waiting for new and more systematic mathematical frame tools, computational methodologies based on, for instance, the first principles, molecular dynamics, and other lattice discrete methods have demonstrated their power in tackling extremely intricate problems in materials science. Computer simulations have also led the way in dealing with nonlinearities, statistical variations, irregularities, and probabilistic, stochastic and chaotic issues involved in such material systems. More advanced methods and instruments are also emerging constantly to provide more effective means in experimentally exploring the related phenomena. In other words, both challenges and opportunities are laid ahead in our pursing for knowledge on new and novel materials.
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LIST OF FIGURE CAPTION

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic examples of segments of biological distribution networks.
(A) mammalian circulatory and respiratory systems composed of branching tubes;
(B) plant vessel-bundle vascular system composed of diverging vessel elements;
(C) cross section of (B).
(A) and (B) From G. B. West, J. H. Brown and B. J. Enquist, A General Model for the Origin of Allometric Scaling Laws in Biology, Science 276 (5309), 122-126 (1997) \(^9\). Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Fig. 2. Hierarchical structure of cellulose in wood.

Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure of a bone.

Fig. 4. Hierarchical structures of textiles
(A) A piece of a fabric;
(B) A yarn from the fabric;
(C) A single fiber from the yarn;
(D) Hierarchical structure of a wool fiber. Reprinted from www.spinderellas.com with permission from Spinderellas Creations and Fiber Mill\(^3\).1

Fig. 5. Twisted yarn and a helical model
(A) A twisted yarn;
(B) A helical model.

Fig. 6. Fiber slippage and yarn twist level.

Fig. 7. Draping and formability of textiles.

Fig. 8. Direction dependence of failure behaviors.

Fig. 9. Fragmentation in a blended textile yarn.
(A) The fragmentation pattern of cotton yarns embedded in a cotton/polyester strand with 11% of cotton and 1.1TM when extended to a strain of 30%. The fragments are longer in outer layers.
(B) A single crack fragmentation pattern of cotton yarns embedded in a cotton/polyester strand with 44% cotton and 4.4 TM when extended to a strain of 13-8%.

Fig. 10. Hierarchy brings in system flexibility and controlled stiffness.
(A) an isotropic plastic sheet;
(B) a woven fabric;

Fig. 11. Hierarchical structures of amyloid protein materials

Fig. 12. Bird beak as a composite structure
(A) The structure of a bird beak;
(B) The stress-strain curve for the bird beak;
(C) The stress-strain curve for the core;
(D) The stress-strain curve for the sheath.

Fig. 13 Tensile modulus of a hoof wall as function of water content.

Fig. 14 Effects of components size and shapes on the system effective thermal conductivity:
(A) The effective thermal conductivity versus volume fractions of different component shapes; Reprinted from M. Wang and N. Pan, Predictions of effective physical properties of complex multiphase materials, Materials Science & Engineering R-Reports 63 (1), 1-30 (2008) 20, with permission from Elsevier.
(B) Composite effective thermal conductivity versus fiber length.

Fig. 15 Elastic strength and energy dissipation of the collagen fibril

Fig. 16 (A). The face centered cubic packing of spheres.
(B) The horizontal cross section of a twisted bundle, where circular filament sections become distorted, “stretched” along the azimuthal direction, depending on the tilt and curvature of the filament backbones. Reprinted from I. R. Bruss and G. M. Grason, Non-Euclidean geometry of twisted filament bundle packing, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 109 (27), 10781–10786 (2012) 342, with permission from NAS.

Fig. 17. The cross sections of hollow fibers in polar bear fur.

Fig. 18. Hierarchy brings in system softness.
(A) A fibrous cushion;
(B) A portion of the foot of a fruit fly. Springer and the original publisher J. Comp Physiol A
Fig. 19 A cross section cut from a fiber reinforced composite

Fig. 20. Dimension dependence of material thermal properties.

Fig. 21 Challenges in imitating a nacre structure


Fig. 1.
(A) A fabric

(B) A yarn

(C) A single wool fiber

(D) Hierarchy of wool fiber
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Experimental data by hot plate technique
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Fig. 21

(A) Abalone Shell: Nacre

(B) Composition by volume
- Aragonite 95%
- Protein 5%

Diagram showing the structure of nacre, with layers of aragonite and organic matrix.